
Charlesworth Challenge Week 3  

1. To make a transition from walk to trot I would begin with an active walk; shorten my reins and ask 

the pony to step into trot with a small kick. If my pony ignores my aid I would ask again with a 

stronger aid and even a small tap from my whip. 

 

2. To make a transition from to canter left I would ask my pony in a corner as this will help with the 

correct bend. Before the corner I would half halt (to tell my pony that something is about to 

change), I would do sitting trot and when we were in the corner I would put my right leg behind the 

girth and my left leg on the girth. I would then then gently squeeze my legs to ask for left canter. 

For right canter everything would be the same apart from my legs and bend of my pony, which 

would be the other way round. 

 

3. If you are riding on the correct diagonal in trot you are sitting in the saddle when your pony’s front 

outside leg is coming towards you, and rise when it goes forward. 

 

4. If my pony ran out to the left all the time when jumping I would make sure I was going slowly 

(trotting), had short reins, and I would make sure I was holding my right rein firmly and I was using 

my left leg as much as possible . If I was still having trouble, I would ask my Mum/instructor to put a 

pole on the left side of the jump to help me keep straight. 

 

5. To ask my pony to slow down I would make sure I was sitting up tall with my heels down. I would 

gently pull on both reins. 

 

6. a.   Dressage position - I am sitting in the centre of the saddle with my legs underneath me. 

There should be two straight lines - 1 - ear  shoulder  hip  heel   2 - elbow  wrist  reins  

bit. If I take my feet out of the stirrups the end of my stirrup should be by my ankle. 

 

b. Jumping position - I would shorten my stirrups at least 2 holes from my dressage position. I 

would fold forwards at the hips so I was out of the saddle making sure my leg didn’t move. My 

heels should be down with a straight line hip  heel. I would allow my hands to follow with the 

movement of the horse’s mouth.  

7.  

 
 

8. You get 4 faults when you knock a pole down in a showjumping competition. 

 

9. If you start before the bell you will be eliminated. 

 

10. If you fall off in a show jumping competition you are eliminated. 

 


